MEREDITH NOVACK

Meredith is an American open water swimmer who radiates positive energy. With fans all over the world, this media darling connects instantly with a smile. Dubbed the “Kate Moss” of the marathon swimming community, she stands inches shorter and often twenty to thirty pounds lighter than her competition. One of the most relatable and recognizable World Record holders on the planet – when Meredith walks into a room she doesn’t just turn heads, she turns hearts.

ACCOLADES:

• Former professional triathlete
• One of the fastest Age Group Backstrokers in the world
• Outright Olympic qualification standard at age 12
• Swam Backstroke and IM at Georgia Southern University
• Competed in more than 125 triathlons
• Qualified for four World Championship Teams
• Beat all of the male pros out of the water – twice!
• Captain of the U.S. Team at the 1996 World University Games Triathlon Championships
• Winner of the Outback 3K and the Gatorade Splash ‘n’ Dash

In 2013, Meredith set an outright world best for the double crossing of the Auau Channel in her first ultra marathon swim. Meredith shattered the existing Men’s World Record becoming the first woman to ever successfully swim from Lanai to Maui and back.
What does Meredith Novack say about the Riverflow Pumps by Current Systems:

“You are not going to be able to outswim this system.”
“You can easily swim at an under one minute / one hundred meter pace.”
“Riverflow is the smoothest with a ton of variable.”
“I felt comfortable and could swim any stroke I wanted.”
“I have used everything that is out there and I can confidently say that this is the BEST out there!”